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Answer any four of the following questions. Each questions carry equal marks.
1.

Mark

Write a short note on the various institutional and ideological bases of
subordination of women in society. Give illustrations to substantiate your
argument.

25

How does empowerment as socio-economic process help demolish
women’s subordination in society? Exemplify.

25

3.

Discuss briefly the various approaches to empowerment.

25

4.

Discuss various strategies as practiced by non state agencies to organize
women for their empowerment in your society?

25

5.

Discuss the roles of women in Chipko movement.

25

6.

‘Literacy is the most effective tool for women’s empowerment’. Explain
with illustration.

25

Explain the role Panchayati Raj Institution in women’s empowerment in
India.

25

What are the limitations to legal interventions for women’s
empowerment in India society?

25

2.

8.

9.
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Answer any four of the following questions in about 500 words each.

Mark

1.

Write acritique on the perspective on women’s development.

25

2.

Write an overview of the occupational patterns of women in
contemporary India.

25

Development can be sustained only through participation of women
in gross roots organization’. Explain.

25

What the significance and limitations of participatory development?
Explain with illustrations.

25

Describe the impacts of advanced agricultural technology on women
employment.

25

‘Women has always played key role in development’. Explain
with illustrations

25

7.

Examine the impact of white revolution on women in India.

25

8.

Discuss briefly the impacts of globalization on women’s work participation.

25

9.

Based on your experience write a case note on women’s resistance
against domination.

25

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Marks
1. What do you mean by patriarchy? Discuss patriarchy as an ideology.

25

2. Explain the various problems encountered by women workers in the
unorganized sector of economy.

25

3. Discuss the patterns of women’s work participation in rural India.

25

4. Critically examine the roles of international agencies in women’s
empowerment.
5. How do Information and Communication Technologies affect the status of
women in Indian society? Answer with illustration.

25

6. What do you understand by division of labour. Explain the implication of
sexual division of labour for women in India.

25

7.

Discuss the constitutional provisions for gender equality in India. How
can these be implemented effectively?

25

8. Explain the various labour laws governing women’s work par4ticipation
in the in the organized sector.

25

9. Discuss with illustrations, the various civil society initiatives for women’s
empowerment in India.

25

